
  
 
 
 

 

November 25, 2013 

 

Testimony before the 

Alexandria Traffic and Planning Board  

Re: King Street Bike Lanes 

 

Please accept these comments on behalf of the Coalition for Smarter Growth. The Coalition for Smarter 

Growth is the leading organization in the Washington, D.C. region dedicated to making the case for smart 

growth. Our mission is to promote walkable, inclusive, and transit-oriented communities, and the land 

use and transportation policies needed to make those communities flourish.  

 

In the most recent version of the King Street Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements proposal, we are 

concerned by the removal of a continuous bicycle lane from Cedar Street to Janneys Lane. Alexandria 

adopted a Complete Streets policy almost three years ago to ensure balance in planning for the 

transportation needs of its residents. A key part of this should be a King Street that allows cyclists and 

pedestrians to travel through the neighborhood more safely.  

 

The reduced plan to use a sharrow northwest of Highland Place and place signs directing cyclists onto the 

few connecting side streets in the area will discourage cycling as a mode of transportation. Without 

designated space for cyclists King Street, motorists aren’t receiving the visual cues to watch for others 

and driving accordingly, and cyclists are making due by either braving mixed traffic, riding on the 

sidewalk, where they endanger pedestrians, or leaving their bicycles at home and driving, adding to 

traffic congestion and pollution.  

 

King Street is also a major connecting route between major centers of activity in Alexandria, and the 

current street network also makes it almost impossible to travel through the area without using it. West 

Alexandria and Old Town have large concentrations of both residents and jobs, making driving 

impractical, and many of those people are low income and would benefit the most from greater and more 

affordable transportation options. If Alexandria wants to plan its transportation system to ensure a 

multitude of reliable transportation options, making King Street safer for cyclists is essential.  

 

We are sympathetic to the concerns of some neighbors about losing some on-street parking but believe 

that the combination of the city report showing limited use of parking spaces along the stretch of road 

space and the city-wide mobility benefits of providing a critical bicycle connection means an overall 

victory for the residents of Alexandria. 

 

Rather than lose the continuous bicycle lane completely, The Coalition for Smarter Growth strongly 

prefers a proposed compromise - keeping the original plan for full bike lanes extending to Janneys Lane, 

but making the bike lane on the north (uphill) side significantly wider at five feet, in order to provide a 

safe buffer for residents pulling in and out of their driveways. We believe that the wider north-side lane 

balances the interests of residents in having a safe buffer to their driveways with the need to improve 

cyclist and pedestrian safety.  



 

Thank you very much for your time and the long hours of service you provide to the city of Alexandria. 

 

Aimee Custis 

Coalition for Smarter Growth 

Communications Manager 

 
 


